1. INTRODUCTION

The National Weather Service (NWS) has been developing automated product preparation systems for more than 25 years (Glahn 1970). The Techniques Development Laboratory developed one of the first interactive systems of this type—the Interactive Computer Worded Forecast (ICWF) beginning in 1985. The concept of Interactive Forecast Preparation (IFP) is key to achieving modernized forecast operations at NWS field offices through the use of the Advanced Weather Interactive Processing System (AWIPS). With IFP, forecasters employ a family of techniques to prepare forecasts of weather elements in a common digital database from which many forecast products are automatically composed and formatted.

The current NWS product preparation technique is named the Interactive Forecast Preparation System (IFPS). IFPS is a consolidation of the ICWF (Ruth and Peroutka 1993) and the AWIPS Forecast Preparation System (AFPS) (Mathewson 1996) developed by the Forecast Systems Laboratory. IFPS is being deployed with AWIPS (Meiggs et al. 1998) and will evolve to become the NWS product generation tool.

In IFPS, digital forecasts are stored as grids and digital forecast matrices (DFM). The gridded forecasts of weather elements are spaced regularly across a Lambert conformal projection and have nominal spacings which range from 4 km to 20 km. DFMs define weather at a point or over a geographic region, specifying values at 3-h intervals. A variety of techniques keep the two types of forecasts coordinated and consistent.

Automated product generation techniques like those described below generate a set of forecasts which are consistent with each other and can be easily updated. The benefits of a digital forecast database are not limited to product generation. In the near future, forecast verification values will be extracted directly from the database, and software will compare the digital forecast with observations and digital forecasts from surrounding sites.

This paper describes a number of forecast products which IFPS generates as well as a technique which allows users to view NWS forecast grids via the World Wide Web (WWW). A companion paper in this volume (Ruth et al. 1998) describes the various techniques IFPS provides that allow the forecaster to modify the digital forecasts.

2. WORDED FORECASTS

Worded forecast products have been a part of meteorology since the science’s inception. Words can be very expressive, and they can communicate a sense of the forecaster’s confidence level. Worded forecasts are often used by people who are “doing something else,” that is, not giving the forecast their complete attention. This suggests the worded products will continue to have a place in the NWS product suite as other forms (tabular, graphical, gridded) become readily available. Worded forecasts are the only forecasts the user community can readily use while driving cars or packing school lunches.

Automated product generation techniques cannot capture the range of language used by human authors in worded products or communicate all their subtleties. However, these techniques do generate clear phrases in a style which is natural. The IFP system provides hundreds of configuration parameters which are set by the site and by the individual forecasters. These configuration parameters control the generation of phrases, and allow each office to adapt forecast wording to suit its particular preferences.

2.1 Zone Forecast

Fig. 1 contains a sample Zone Forecast (ZFP) which was generated by IFPS. Zone Forecasts receive wide dissemination throughout the United States, and forecasters demand great precision and flexibility in wording them. As a result, a great deal of IFPS development resources have been spent adding features to this capability.
The product forecasts a number of common weather elements for two days. Specific algorithms generate forecast text for precipitation (Cammarata and Kosarik 1992b), sky cover (Cammarata and Kosarik 1992a), temperature (Kosarik et al. 1992), and wind (Kosarik and Cammarata 1992). The individual phrases are then merged into a smooth-flowing forecast with the important elements emphasized by appearing first. Some of the most recent additions to this product include forecasts for days 3-5, special text processing for updated forecasts (Meiggs et al. 1997) and the addition of local effect phrases (Calkins and Peroutka 1997).

2.2 Fire Weather Forecast

During the summer of 1996, IFP developers worked with forecasters at the NWS Weather Forecast Office (WFO) in Boise, Idaho (BOI) to apply IFP techniques to Fire Weather forecasting (Peroutka et al. 1997). A number of worded and tabular forecast products emerged from this effort. This led to a hybrid text/tabular product; Fig. 2 shows a sample. (Portions have been removed for space considerations.) This format will be implemented within IFPS during 1998.

2.3 Voice-ready Radio Forecasts

NOAA Weather Radio (NWR) provides voice broadcasts of weather information throughout the United States via a nationwide network of VHF-FM radio transmitter sites. NWS WFOs provide the messages which this system transmits. The existing radio programming consoles, which use obsolete audiotape technology, are being replaced with digital-to-voice technology. Messages will then be able to flow directly from IFPS applications into the weather radio console, where they will be converted automatically to audio and sent to transmitter sites for broadcast to the public.

The first IFP product which will be generated for NWR voice synthesis will be the Service Area Forecast (SAF). The SAF has much in common with the ZFP—weather elements, valid times, etc., but its treatment of geography differs. While a typical ZFP includes areas chosen for their homogeneous weather, the areal coverage of an SAF is determined by the broadcast characteristics of the local transmitter. Calkins et al. (1998) describes this technique and provides samples.

2.4 Watch/Warning/Advisory Products

IFPS includes techniques which help forecasters issue Watches/Warnings/Advisories (W/W/A)—elements that are central to NWS operations. Fig. 3 contains a sample Tornado Warning generated by IFP.

2.5 Terminal Aerodrome Forecasts

Fig. 4 contains a sample Terminal Aerodrome Forecast (TAF). These forecasts of aviation weather elements are prepared according to a rigorous set of rules which are set by international agreements. They are valid for a small area around an airport (Saint Joseph, Missouri, in the sample). Weather elements include wind
direction and speed, weather, visibility, cloud amount and cloud height. The IFP techniques used by forecasters to prepare these forecasts include a set of cloud layers initialized from the Local AWIPS MOS Program (LAMP) (Oberfield 1996) and gridded data from the digital forecast database.

3. Tabular Products

Tabular weather forecasts present their information to a reader quickly and effectively. They lend themselves to graphic enhancements (cute icons for sky cover, bar graphs for minimum/maximum temperature). Tabular products also permit the exchange of digital forecast data between computers over the most rudimentary of communication paths. IFPS techniques have made it possible for WFOs to generate tabular products which would be too time-consuming to type.

3.1 Coded Cities Forecast

Fig. 5 shows a sample Coded Cities Forecast (CCF). This product provides a summarized 2-day forecast in a very compact form. The fields include station identifier, a one-letter weather code for each day, forecast maximum and minimum temperatures, and probabilities of precipitation. Some WFOs have extended this format to include as many as 7 days of forecast information. In the extended format, the forecast for each station occupies two lines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLOUDS</th>
<th>CL</th>
<th>CL</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>BK</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>999</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MX/MN</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POP 12HR</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDT</td>
<td>20 02 08 14 20</td>
<td>02 08 14 20</td>
<td>02 08 14 20</td>
<td>02 08 14 20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX QPF</td>
<td>.50-.99</td>
<td>.10-.24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.50-.99</td>
<td>.10-.24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QPF 12HR</td>
<td>.50-.99</td>
<td>.10-.24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.50-.99</td>
<td>.10-.24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Revised Digital Forecast

One of the needs frequently expressed by NWS customers is a need for more detailed forecasts. Adding too much detail to worded forecasts makes them unwieldy. The Revised Digital Forecast (RDF) provides significantly more detail, but uses a tabular format to present its information. Fig. 6 shows a sample RDF for Sedalia, Missouri. (Portions of the Thursday forecast were removed for space considerations.) Note that most forecast elements are specified in 3-h intervals for the first 2 days, including temperature, dew point, wind, and sky cover. Weather (rain showers and thunderstorms in this sample) is shown as a set of probabilities over each 3-h period. Thus the forecast calls for likely showers and thunderstorms for Tuesday, a chance of thunderstorms early Tuesday night, and a slight chance of thunderstorms late Tuesday night. The forecast for days 3 through 5 is shown with 12-h precision rather than 3-h.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLOUDS</th>
<th>CL</th>
<th>CL</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>BK</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>BK</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>SC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FM0700 30015KT P6SM SCT100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCHN AA 061/087 060/088 062 20100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAV BB 067/090 067/089 068 20210=</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 SHEF-encoded Zone and Station Forecasts

The Standard Hydrometeorological Exchange Format (SHEF) (Office of Hydrology 1996) provides a flexible text-based code for the transfer of weather forecasts. It has been used mainly to encode data which are transmitted between NWS WFOs and River Forecast Offices (RFC). Fig. 7 shows a portion of a SHEF-encoded forecast for 3-h temperature, dew point, and wind, as well as maximum/minimum temperature. The forecasts are valid for 2 days for West Virginia Zone 5 (WV008, Wayne County). This product has been used to communicate temperature forecasts from the Charleston, West Virginia, WFO to the Wilmington, Ohio, RFC for use in snow melt algorithms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FM0100 21018G28KT P6SM SCT040 PROB40 0207 5SM -SBA 0CVU25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM0700 30015KT P6SM SCT100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4 Basin-averaged Precipitation Forecast

The forecast products described thus far have been based on DMFs for forecast zones or individual stations. NWS forecasters who use IFP techniques have been migrating toward manipulating their forecasts on grids.
IFPS includes techniques which generate products based on this gridded portion of the database.

Fig. 8 shows a SHEF-encoded quantitative precipitation forecast (QPF) for several sub-basins of the Ohio River. A forecaster created a set of gridded QPF forecasts at 6-h intervals, and the product generation software computed basin averaged QPF for each of the basins and formatted the product.

Figure 8: Quantitative Precipitation Forecast

4. GRIB-encoded Forecasts

The tabular QPF product shown above captures much of the information that the forecaster entered into the gridded database, especially if the sub-basins are small. To completely represent the forecast, however, one must actually access the grids. Recent developments in IFP techniques have made it possible to give users this capability.

Before WFOs can share gridded forecasts, one must identify an effective medium for exchange. The World Meteorological Organization (WMO) has defined a standard format for the exchange of weather product messages in gridded binary form named GRIB (Dey 1996). GRIB provides a compact form of transmitting grids, using only the number of bits required to accurately represent the gridded data. WFOs using IFP techniques are in the process of establishing GRIB-based data exchanges with RFCs.

Viewing software has been developed which allows anyone to examine GRIB forecasts via the WWW (LeFebvre et al. 1996). In the initial implementation, forecasters generate GRIB-encoded messages from grids of selected weather elements. Maximum/minimum temperature and QPF are the first weather elements. These messages are transferred to a central host at NWS Headquarters. The GRIB messages are decoded and stored. Several of the grids are converted to images appropriate for display and downloading.

When a user contacts the server with a Java-enabled browser, several applets are downloaded to the local computer which enable it to query and render gridded forecasts. (See Fig. 9.) This applet is called the Graphical Forecast Viewer (GFV). Once a set of gridded forecasts is loaded into the GFV, the user can select among the available weather elements, query grid values beneath a roaming cursor, and animate a time series of images. Another option launches a temporal viewer. (See Fig. 10.) The temporal viewer displays a time series of values at the selected grid point.

Figure 9: Graphical Forecast Viewer.

Figure 10: GFV Temporal Display

A WWW site is being prepared at this writing which will allow general access to gridded forecasts prepared at selected WFOs. Links to this site will be available from the home pages of these WFOs as well as the FSL and TDL home pages. In time, the central site and the GFV can be replaced by the Local Data Acquisition and Dissemination (LDAD) capabilities of AWIPS.

5. CONCLUSION

NWS forecasts have been issued primarily in worded form for years. IFP techniques, however, have provided NWS forecasters with the tools needed to generate new products in a variety of forms. Tabular products have brought the first changes to this area since they are easily transmitted across existing communications circuits. Graphical and gridded products are under development as well as the tools users will need to view them.

Product generation techniques will continue to expand to help forecasters prepare more products. These will include Fire Weather and Marine forecasts, a zone-like product with statewide coverage named the State Forecast (SFP), and an aviation product named the Transcribed Weather Broadcast (TWEB).
The products presented in this paper were all developed at national laboratories for implementation at WFOs throughout the NWS. This does not represent the limits of IFPS. Locally developed applications are in place generating specialized products at some IFPS sites already. The number of these applications will grow as local developers learn to use the digital forecast database.
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